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BITTER YUCK!™ FOR DOGS & CATS 

Naturvet 

No Chew Spray 

Water-Based 

Will NOT STING like other no chew products 

Understanding Why Your Pet Chews: 

Pets chew for various reasons; teething, exploration, separation anxiety, boredom and stress. Chewing is a 

natural animal behavior, so the goal is to effectively train your pet to chew on appropriate objects. Be sure your 

pet has appropriate chewing toys such as a Kong
®

 or Nylabone
®

. 

How Bitter YUCK! Works: 

To most pets, Bitter YUCK! has an unappealing taste, making chewing on the particular sprayed object 

unpleasant and decreasing the unwanted behavior. Due to the complexities of taste preferences and behavior 

issues, results may vary. It is important to monitor your pet’s reaction to Bitter YUCK!. Be sure your pet is 

deterred by the taste before leaving them alone with the object being sprayed. 

Directions: 

Spray Bitter Yuck! evenly on hot spots, summer itch, furniture, etc. Use consistently until undesirable habits are 

curtailed. Do not spray around eyes or nose. 

Stops Dogs, Cats & Horses from chewing on: 

- Hot Spots 



- Summer Itch 

- Sores 

- Wounds 

- Bandages 

- Furniture 

- Drapes 

- Wood 

- Paws 

- Tails & Manes 

- Bitter Yuck! May be sprayed over topical medication. 

- Safe for use on plants. 

Active Ingredients: 

Bittering Agent (0.075%). 

Inert Ingredients: 

Water and Sodium Bicarbonate. 

Warning: 

This product is designed to be non-staining however, before using this product test on a small inconspicuous 

area of the surface. 

Keep out of the reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes. In case of allergic reaction or accidental ingestion 

consult a health professional immediately. 

Contains natural ingredients that may cause variations in clarity from batch to batch. Product quality and 

effectiveness are not affected. 

ALCOHOL FREE WILL NOT STING. 

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON PRODUCT ONLY. 

Bitter YUCK! is a training aid, but occasionally a few pets are very persistent due to their natural instinct to 

chew. Garmon Corporation/ distributors / dealers are not accountable for damages to furniture or fixtures 

created by product use or pet, either in part or full. For more information visit www.naturvet.com. 

Manufactured by: GARMON CORPORATION, 27461 Via Industria, Temecula, CA 92590 
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NET   

8 FL. OZ. (240 ml) Rev (6/11) 

NAC No.: 61551090 

 


